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there and then - make people able to manage cognitive
complex tasks in everyday life[8]. AR affords new ways of
intuitively interacting with information[6]. AR/VR can also
create a more efficient feedback loop for the learners, as the
«real» LF activities may take longer[9].
2. Definitions
2.1. Digital and virtual learning factories definition
In addition to a physical learning environment, a learning
factory can include digital and/or virtual extension [10].
Digital and virtual learning factories can be used for testing
scenarios that otherwise are hard to implement due to lack of
time, equipment or high level of complexity, as well as to
increase quality of teaching [11]. “A digital learning factory
maps all processes, products and resources of a real learning
factory in a digital model” [10]. Virtual learning factories
provide digital ones with visual software tools and means for
visualization of digital models.
2.2. Digital twin definition
Digital twin (DT) is one of the main enablers of digital
transformation and an important part of Industry 4.0 [12].
According to [13], the DT can be defined as “an integrated
multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation (...) that
uses the best available physical models, sensor updates, etc.,
to mirror the life of its corresponding twin”. It is more than
pure data or a model, as it includes algorithms to process data
obtained from the physical world in order to make decisions
about further actions of a related system [14]. It is also
important to distinguish such concepts as digital model, digital
shadow and digital twin, as they differ “in the level of data
integration between the physical and digital counterparts”
[12]. Digital model means digital representation of an existing
or planned physical object without any kind of direct data
exchange between them. Digital shadow, on the other hand,
includes an automated one-way data flow from the physical
world to the digital model. Digital twin, in its turn, includes
data flows between digital and physical objects in both ways
[12]. However, at the moment the DT concept is still in its
development phase and there are many aspects that need to be
dealt with before this technology is widely available [15]. [16]
suggest that further on digital twin can be used to utilize
different types of data, create a mirror of the physical
environment and help to optimize this environment. It is also
of high interest to use this concept within education and
learning to create new knowledge and demonstrate benefits of
its application to industrial users [17]. In addition, linking
digital twin, virtual reality and/or augmented reality to
enhance learning experience is of high interest.
2.3. Virtual and augmented reality definition
One of possible definitions of virtual reality (VR) is “a
computer-generated simulation of a 3D image or environment
that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way
by a person using special electronic equipment” [18, 19]. An
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important concept that is often mentioned in relation to VR is
“spatial immersion”. It means having an impression of being
fully involved in a nonphysical/digital/virtual world [19]. It is
created through use of sounds, images, videos or other media
objects.
Augmented reality (AR), on the other hand, is a technology
that “utilizes mobile, context-aware devices (e.g.,
smartphones, tablets) that enable participants to interact with
digital information embedded within the physical
environment” [20]. The main two forms of AR are locationand vision-based. Location-based AR uses GPS in small
electronic devices such as smartphones and tablets to show
learners parts of a digital world while they are moving through
the physical one. The digital inserts can be pictures, videos
and audios related to a location the learners have approached.
Vision-based AR, on the other hand, uses special objects or
targets (QR code, for example) to present digital media, when
camera of the mobile device is pointed at them. As it is easy
to see, the main difference between concepts of virtual and
augmented realities is that in the first case, it is attempted to
create a complete virtual world around the technology user,
while in the second case parts of digital/virtual world are
augmented/embedded into the physical world.
3. State of the Art/Usage today
3.1. Digital twin
There is a significant number of learning factories that are
attempting to adopt and demonstrate their interpretation of
Industry 4.0 concept[21-24], however, almost none of them
address the digital twin concept [17]. As of authors’
knowledge, one of very few papers that uses it within the
learning factory scenario is [17], here a learning activity was
created where learners analyse application of value stream
mapping and digital twin to an existing learning
factory/environment.
Another
example
is
virtual
representation of the ESB Logistics Learning Factory (LLF)
at Reutlingen University [25]. Here a digital model of the
learning factory is presented, which allows students to
simulate and test different factory settings before their
implementation in reality.
At the same time, there are examples of implementation of
elements of the DT in the industry, however, as mentioned
previously, the concept itself is still in the development phase.
According to [26] the biggest amount of publications related
to industrial application of digital twin are within the fields of
product design, production, prognostic and health
management, however, use of the DT term is not limited to
those.
In satellite assembly the digital twin simulation was used
to evaluate different production activities to be able to
optimize the production strategy [27]. [28] attempted to adopt
the digital twin concept to the real-time geometry assurance in
individualized productions, the sheet metal assembly station
was used as a case. In additive manufacturing, [29] tried
building a digital twin using a 3D model of a product and
taking into account such parameters as temperature, velocity
fields, cooling rates, solidification parameters, etc. At the
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same time, [30] connected a computer simulation with a
physical production system to reduce material waste and
prolong machine lifetime. [31], on the other hand, have
created a digital twin model based on a multi-physics
simulation of a non-standardized material specimen to predict
its failure along two different crack paths. [32] used a highfidelity DT model in order to perform fault diagnostics of
composite material components without damage initiation. As
it is easy to see, the digital twin concept can be applied to
variety of different topics and education and learning is one of
them. Integration of the digital twin concept into a learning
factory setting is important and necessary, as in such way it
will be easier to run relevant research activities and
demonstrate benefits of DT’s application to the industry.
Before full implementation of digital twin is possible,
several issues need to be resolved, such as: (1) convergence
between physical and virtual environment needs to be
increased [13]; (2) presentation, consideration and interaction
with the real-time data needs to be improved [16]; (3) it needs
to be guaranteed that the collected data is complete and clean
[16], (4) an efficient way of making sure that digital models
are correct needs to be provided, etc.

propose guidelines to integrating digital environments and
models into the factory setting. In such a way learning factory
becomes combination of a learning and digital factory turning
it into a hybrid one. [44], on the other hand, use VR to develop
a digital learning factory, where students can create their own
test companies for exercises. In [45] a prototype of a virtual
reality system for learning to operate in an intelligent factory
according to the concept of Industry 4.0 is presented. Another
example of the VR application in the learning factories setting
is a virtual learning factory of McKinsey & Co [46].
Participants from all over the world can use the virtual
learning factory to observe execution of production processes
to further identify and discuss optimization possibilities.
Despite of numerous examples of use of the VR in the
learning factories setting as well as in education in general,
[43] suggest that the virtual reality should be considered as a
useful supplementary tool to the traditional physical teaching
system. This is due to complexity or inability to incorporate
some of senses, such as touch or smell, and concepts, such as
teamwork into the virtual setting.

3.2. Virtual reality

However, in addition to use of VR, augmented reality can
be also applied for educational and learning purposes.
“Utilizing a virtual extension to the physical learning
factories and with a simulated environment, valuable yet
physical impossible or time-consuming actions can be
included as well” [47]. [48] provide a literature review on the
topic of use of augmented reality games in primary and
secondary education. [10], at the same time, state that use of
virtual and augmented environments in the context of learning
factories is not uncommon. Among other examples of
application of the AR in combination with a physical learning
factory is KTH XPRES LAB [49]. Here digital models of
products, manufacturing processes as well as the factory itself
are visualized to support cross-disciplinary learning when
designing manufacturing systems. [50] propose a system
architecture for a learning environment that combines
physical objects and visualization of their digital contents
using augmented reality. Such system can be used to help
learners acquire necessary skills for use of cyber-physical
systems and to become more familiar with the Industry 4.0
concept. [51] present an approach for use of AR for better
integration of data obtained from real-time sensors to
effectively control the augmented reality content on students’
devices. [52] introduce application of AR to incorporate
advanced visualization into their teaching factory to help
engineering students to interact, evaluate and improve current
product design of a radio-controlled car.
According to the literature review on main issues related to
use of AR by [53], some of the challenges related to the use of
technology are: (1) AR technology is sometimes hard to use
due to low user-friendliness of interfaces; (2) possible
cognitive overload of the students using AR [20]; (3) various
application-related technical issues such as GPS error or low
sensitivity in trigger recognition, etc.

Virtual reality has significantly evolved over years since
the first mechanical device called Sensorama was created in
1960s to engage multiple senses to create the feeling of
immersion into a virtual situation [33] One of the main
purposes of this device was to use it for training of personnel
that might be involved into dangerous situations without the
accompanying risks. Nowadays VR is used for different levels
of education. There are examples of application of virtual
reality at universities and schools. [34] merged virtual reality,
natural language processing and artificial intelligence
techniques in order to develop an intelligent learning
environment that is applied in several courses of a Computer
Science degree. [35], at the same time, gives
recommendations for early design and implementation of a
virtual university hospital. In [36] neutrino physics education
is addressed with help of a virtual reality application called
Neutrino-KAVE which is used for visualization and
interaction with data from neutrino detectors. [37] use an
innovative approach for secondary education that exposes
students to concepts of manufacturing with help of VR
simulation of a manual assembly task in a CAVE. In adult
training, virtual reality and serious games approaches are used
in, for example, adult’s oral hygiene education [38] and
general healthcare training [39]. In addition, VR is applied for
training [40, 41] and rehabilitation [42] of people with
disabilities.
In the context of learning factories, virtual reality can be
used as a complementary teaching method to further enhance
the learning experience. [10] introduce such concepts as
digital and virtual learning factories, where additional
software tools are used to create a learning environment
accessible online that can be used for simulation activities
such as layout planning, concurrent engineering, etc. In [43]
the authors take a learning factory at TU Datmstadt (CiP) and
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Fig. 1. Model of a manufacturing plant based on the Milgram’s
reality - virtuality continuum [1]

4. Immersive digital twin / AR / VR
Creating learning spaces for students in augmented-/
virtual reality demands stringent planning, making sure the
content is relevant and aligned with the desired learning
outcomes. The human brain is vulnerable to overload and
relatively easy distracted, thus strict congruence regarding
what sensory inputs are really necessary in a scenario where
enhanced learning is the main goal is a key factor. To give
students the opportunity to an immersive experience requires
focus on the learning path. Utilizing technology as a tool to
constructively align the elements; being learning objects,
learning activities and relevant assessment of learning
outcome, rather than being led by the technology itself.
Fig. 1. Model of a manufacturing plant based on the
Milgram’s reality - virtuality continuum shows a simple
graphical model of a manufacturing plant divided horizontally
into a decision/learning level and an operations level, and
vertically into a physical or “real” world and a
digital/computer or “virtual” world. Humans utilize models
for decision support and learning and apply this on the
machines and tools. Modern numerically controlled machines
have embedded (operations) control software. Furthermore,
the growth of monitoring and sensor systems, Manufacturing
Executing Systems (MES) and Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) is evolving and current manufacturing operations is
more and more a cyber physical-system. As mentioned, a true
“digital twin” is dependent on an interaction and exchange of
data and information between the digital and the physical
“twins”. This has to be enabled through a link between the
machines and the computer models through the operations
computer systems.
Feil! Fant ikke referansekilden. will also be a model of a
high-fidelity “Industry 4.0” or CPS - focused learning factory,
with digital models representing the physical LF digitally. As
the physical LF, the digital models must be modular and
flexible and is more or less “fixed” based on the scenarios
selected by the teachers.
In this paper we wish to highlight how the interaction
between digital and real “twins” can be utilized in the learning
process. Figure (2) shows the steps in the learning process
using the LF and the digital model. As mentioned, it is
important to develop learning materials and methods that
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allows in-depth understanding and are preferably stripped for
unnecessary information; “noise”. In step 1 the teacher and the
students can use the digital models for pre-briefing. What will
happen at the physical LF? This can easily be done with
remote students as well, through the use of virtual classrooms.
During the LF simulation, the students are the “humans” in
model 1, and are acting as operators, engineers etc. simulating
an actual factory. The learning gained form the simulation
runs need to be analysed, discussed and reflected on in a
debriefing-phase. This stage is proven to be especially
important for the learning outcome. Here again the digital
model is the base of this analysis. Finally, the studens can link
the two “worlds” and gain increasing knowledge on both
manufacturing as such, but also on the interaction between the
digital and physical world in a modern “industy 4.0”
manufacturing plant.
This paper is thus a concept description, giving input to the
community on aspects to be considered regarding the use
VR/AR/digital twins in a learning factory context - and its
constraints and opportunities concerning cognitive processes
when working in, or with, such learning environments.
5. Future work
We are, at present, looking at two different directions in
future work, one is social science directed: evaluating the
learner’s individual gain in the continuum of digital and
physical reality. The authors wish to create research arenas for
testing whether focus on congruency and alignment helps
creating immersive learning situations and enhanced learning
outcomes in learning factories in manufacturing education.
Also, a more machine-centered approach (Feil! Fant ikke
referansekilden.), using AR/VR together with artificial
intelligence (AI) - machine learning, various system
applications, context aware authentication, human-machine
interaction (HMI) to develop use-cases. A learning factory as
research arena for human-centric (e.g. user-defined system
view) and more machine-centric views and technologies, in
the context of future manufacturing systems with cyberphysical tools and products.
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Fig. 2. Steps in the learning process, using a LF and digital model.
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Fig. 3. Suggested future research model
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